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He finally understood why Mason acted so lowly in front of Leon. It was because Leon was a Supreme Master at such a young

age.

Apart from Mister White, everyone else was confused. Being ordinary people with no in–depth knowledge of martial arts, they

had no clue as to what a Supreme Master was. It sounded intimidating, but they would not know anything unless they saw it with

their own eyes.

Louisa, on the other hand, beamed as she stared at Leon heatedly.

“Mason, did you just say that this brat is a Supreme Master?” Xander pointed at Leon with an odd look on his face, before

bursting into laughter.

He obtained all details about Leon and knew that Leon was an orphaned good–for–nothing and that he was not even a martial

artist. Considering Leon’s age, if he was truly a Supreme Master, he would be well–known as a rare talent amongst people his

age, yet Xander never heard Leon’s name.

All evidence pointed to the fact that Leon could not possibly be a Supreme Master.

“What are you laughing at, Xander Long?!” Mason roared angrily. He was suspicious before, as Leon was far too young to be a

Supreme Master. However, all doubts vanished when Leon managed to help him past the blockage in his power level with such

ease.

If Leon was not a Supreme Master, he could not possibly possess such skills and Mason believed in Leon

with all his heart.

“I’m laughing because you’re an idiot! You just grabbed one random guy and called him a Supreme Master to scare me? Do you

take me for a three–year–old?” Xander sneered.

“Believe whatever you want!” Mason dismissed him and whispered, “Mister Wolf, I’ll leave Xander to you! The two men by his

side have reached the Initial Innate State and I will deal with them!”

“But…” Leon gaped. He thought that Mason would work with him to defeat Xander, not expecting Xander to have subordinates in

the Initial Innate State.

Leon knew that he could not compete with Xander alone.

“Go! Destroy those two!” Xander snorted and the two men next to him instantly charged toward Mason and

Leon.

The other thugs cheered in excitement. It was still a civilized society so even gangsters could not risk using weapons, as any

large–scale casualty could lead to trouble. Hence, most of the conflicts between gangs

would be often settled between martial artists.

The other fighters and thugs were merely there to cheer and clean up afterward.

“Very well!” Mason sneered and leaped over to stop the two men.

“He… He’s in the Intermediate Innate State? How’s this possible?” Sensing the true energy flow on Mason, Xander was

shocked.
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